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Create PDF
1 ×
  

  


        	“Prints” the current page content to a PDF.
        	Works with Chromium-based browsers running in headless mode.
        	The PDF file is appended as a “binary object” column. To write it
        	to a file, you can e.g. use the “Binary Objects to Files” node.
       	


  
  
Options
	Input

	Input column which provides the WebDriver(s)
	Unit

	Select the unit for the lengths (millimeters or inches)
	Size

	Width and height of the PDF page
	Margin

	Margins around the PDF page (enable the “=” button to have equal margins all around the page)
	Scale

	Scaling factor in percent
	Include background

	Whether to include background graphics


  
  
Input Ports
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	Table with a column providing a WebDriver



  
  
Output Ports
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	Table with an appended binary column which contains the PDF data




  
  
Popular Predecessors
	
Start WebDriver29 %
	
Navigate21 %
	
Click14 %
	
Box Plot (legacy)7 %
	
Renderer to Image7 %
	
PDF Parser7 %
	
XPath7 %
	
Extract Text7 %



  
  
Popular Successors
	
Quit WebDriver56 %
	
Binary Objects to Files44 %




  
  
Views
	This node has no views


  
  
Workflows
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Links
	
  
Announcement: Selenium Nodes 4 releasedby qqilihq on 2020-04-21
forum.knime.com/p/88292

	
  
table to HTML save into PDFby qqilihq on 2021-08-31
forum.knime.com/p/133183

	
  
save web page image in pdf format - How To?by qqilihq on 2020-04-20
forum.knime.com/p/88155

	
  
Knime write to pdf templateby qqilihq on 2022-06-08
forum.knime.com/p/159665



  
  
Developers
You want to see the source code for this node? Click the following button and we’ll use our super-powers to find it for you.

  
 Find Source




  
  
Installation

To use this node in KNIME, install the
extension
Selenium Nodes for KNIME
from the below update site
following our
NodePit Product and Node Installation Guide:
v5.2


  
  


A zipped version of the software site can be downloaded
here.
Plugin provider: seleniumnodes.com
Plugin version: 5.6.1.202403221046
On NodePit since: 2023-12-07
Last update: 2024-04-08
KNIME versions:  Since v3.6



Deploy, schedule, execute, and monitor your KNIME workflows locally, in the cloud
or on-premises – with our brand new NodePit Runner.

  
Try NodePit Runner!
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Contact
×
Do you have feedback, questions, comments about NodePit, want to support this platform, or want your own nodes or workflows listed here as well?
Do you think, the search results could be improved or something is missing?
Then please get in touch! Alternatively, you can send us an email to mail@nodepit.com,
follow @NodePit on Twitter or
botsin.space/@nodepit on Mastodon.
Please note that this is only about NodePit. We do not provide general support for KNIME — please use the KNIME forums instead.
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NodePit is the world’s first and most comprehensive search engine that allows you
to easily search, find and install KNIME nodes and workflows. Explore the KNIME community’s
variety. Start mining and follow @NodePit on Twitter
or botsin.space/@nodepit on Mastodon.
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Thank you to the following supporters — without them, NodePit would not be possible!
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Legal info: The KNIME® trademark is registered in the United States and Germany by the KNIME GmbH. NodePit is not affiliated with KNIME®.



